Inspection Documents Service
Vacuum Control

INFICON offers a inspection documents service for Vacuum Control products.
All issued inspection documents are in compliance with the European Standard EN 10204

ADVANTAGES
■■

Choice of three different inspection documents for customers individual needs

■■

Inspection documents according to European Standard EN 10204

ordering information
Designation of Inspection Document		
Declaration of compliance with the order
(Werksbescheinigung 2.1)
Test report		
(Werkszeugnis 2.2)
Inspection certificate		
(Abnahmeprüfzeugnis 3.1)

Type
EN 10204-2.1

Ordering Number
211-801

EN 10204-2.2

211-802

EN 10204-3.1

211-800

Please check with the given information in the following chart the right inspection document for your specific needs and order your
choice of inspection document together with the corresponding Vacuum Control product you need it for.
The inspection document will be issued and delivered together with your goods and / or can be sent as pdf file for your attention.
For pricing or specific questions concerning inspection documents please call our customer service center.

www.inf icon.com

Due to our continuing program of product improvements, specifications are subject to change without notice.
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EN 10204-2.1
EN 10204-2.2
Declaration of compliance with the order
Test report
Non-specific inspection
Non-specific inspection
The products inspected are not necessarily
The products inspected are not necessarily
the products actually supplied
the products actually supplied
Contents of inspection document
Manufacturer's declaration that the products
Manufacturer's declaration that the products
supplied are in compliance with the requiresupplied are in compliance with the requirements of the order, without inclusion of test
ments of the order, with test results based on
results
non-specific inspection
Conditions of delivery
In accordance with conditions of order
In accordance with conditions of order
			
Inspection document confirmed by
The manufacturer
The manufacturer
			
			
Example for ordering at INFICON
Add ordering number 211-801 to your order
Add ordering number 211-802 to your order
in a separate order position directly after the
in a separate order position directly after the
order position of the corresponding parts you
order position of the corresponding parts you
like to have the declaration of compliance for like to have the test report for
Notes by INFICON
If this declaration is needed for all of your
The test report just can be issued to a specific
purchase order items you simply can add the part number you have ordered. It can't be valid
ordering number 211-801 at the and of your
for multiple part numbers. It should be ordered
order in the last position and state that it
along with the corresponding product it beshould be valid for the whole order
longs to (add ordering number 211-802
		
directly after the product it belongs to)
			
			
			
			
			
Inspection document available for
All INFICON Vacuum Control products
All INFICON Vacuum Control products
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

inspection documents

Inspection document
Kind of inspection

EN 10204-3.1
Inspection certificate
Specific inspection
The products inspected are the products, or
part of the products, actually supplied
Manufacturer's declaration that the products
supplied are in compliance with the requirements of the order, with test results based on
specific inspection
According to regulations of authorities and the
corresponding technical rules
The manufacturer's authorized inspection
representative, independent of the manufacturing department
Add ordering number 211-800 to your order
in a separate order position directly after the
order position of the corresponding parts you
like to have the certificate for
This certificate just can be issued to a specific
part number you have ordered. It can't be valid
for multiple part numbers. It strictly has to be
ordered along with the corresponding product
it belongs to (add ordering number 211-800
directly after the product it be longs to)
The original certificate always comes along
with the corresponding product it belongs to.
On customer request we can send it in addition to our shipment as pdf file by email or by
post (copies)
Majority of our vacuum fittings (usually this
certificate is asked for fittings made of stainless steel and aluminium and their specific
chemical composition)
Other Vacuum Control products on request
and according feasibility. Please define in
your request values you like to have tested
and confirmed
Standard prices apply for this type of certificate, however we reserve the right to apply
further charges for any additional work that
maybe required

